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Pattern Project



how it works
The first step is a conversation about the legacy you wish to
leave, who you have become, who you are becoming, and the
concepts that define family for you.

We then run this conversation through our LiteWork
Visualizer and it generates several patterns that can be
likened to a family crest, or a coat of arms. 

https://olona.de/litework


Testimonials
“This experience with Mason has been a journey
through culture, history, imagination, and self-
discovery. The project helped us discover new ways to
honor our past, understand our present, and
intentionally shape our future. Mason gave us a new
approach to express ourselves as a family, more
diversely than how we normally walk, talk, dress, and
create. 

We were given the opportunity to visualize our values
beyond words and actions, and have that vision
transferred into a design. Projects to capture ideas,
identity, branding, legacy and then bring it to life
visually, are coming for business. We believe this
practice is very valuable for a family as well. 

Portions of the discovery process were an exciting
challenge for us to dig deeper and try to “see” our
thoughts. Mason masterfully guided us on a venture
that helped us learn and teach more about ourselves,
while creatively connecting with each other. The fruit
of this effort gave us our pattern expressed in fabric, to
keep for years to come. We now have a family symbol
specific only to us, informed by our own speech and
stories…that is a treasure beyond words.”

- Brandon & Adrienne Settles 



Testimonials
“When my wife Mari and I decided to invest in a family
pattern, we had no idea that we’d be embarking on a
journey of self discovery together. This pattern was
created literally using our voices, our family histories,
and our history as a couple. The process of creating this
pattern is an experience we would not trade, and there
could not have been a more patient and committed
facilitator of this process than Mason.

 As happy as we are with the finished product, we can’t
say enough about how this experience has brought us
closer than ever, while also allowing us to uncover a
deeply profound understanding of one another. This is
more than just a family flag or crest, this is our story. A
story that will be passed on and told for generations of
Andrews’ to come. Our endless thanks To Mason and
The Pattern House of Olonade for providing such an
invaluable experience.”

Malcolm & Mari Andrews



Testimonials
“Do you remember finding out clumps of snow are actually
highly organized, majestic, crystal-like flakes? That is the
feeling you have throughout the process of creating your
family pattern. It’s exciting to see the vibration of your voice
to turn into patterns on screen. You realize that you’re not just
creating a “pretty” image. You are creating a family design
with embedded purpose, power, and influence. Thus, it can’t
help but to change your day, your mood, your thoughts when
you see it.

What does it mean for others to see the purpose and dreams
you discussed for your family while creating the pattern over
your heart? What does it mean when you slide the pattern over
your head when getting dressed? When you touch it with your
hands?

All of these questions start to ruminate within you when
working with Mason to create this meaningful work with your
family. You realize the answers will continue to be
forthcoming every time you look at the tapestry in your home,
or put on the custom dress you made. 10 years from now the
pattern will still be speaking to me and my family, 100 years
from now they will be speaking to my descendants. I know I
spoke love, courage, intelligence, curiosity, boldness, and the
memories of my honored ancestors in our pattern. What will
you speak in yours?"

Eléwà Olónàdé



Testimonials
“I’ve carried around this loneliness around for most of my life.
Lonely because even though I sat in a room with my family, I
knew I was different. Lonely because when I went to African
parties or met family from back home, I was criticized for one
reason or another – “Akata!,” they would say. Other times it
was “fatty bum bum.” Then when I went to school, I was not
American enough, or I spoke “too proper.” Ya know, typical
post-colonial antics. I did not know that at the time. 

That is, until I visited with a good friend of mine in North
Carolina. He told me I could create my own culture and from
then on, I have been able to say it’s okay not to fit in. I am
creating my own path – chopping down the trees or any
obstacles in my way. I am creating a path, that hopefully opens
opportunities for other.  I’ve learned a lot about myself since
that interaction and a portion of that took place during my
partner and I’s family pattern intake meeting. Mason, the
friend, asked a lot of good questions and words just came out
that I didn’t know I would speak. He took those words, did his
magic, and voila! I get to have a visual reminder of my journey
to the most authentic Udim. ”

Udim & Adam Isang



$250
Initial Consultation + Generation of 4 Family Patterns

price list*

$500
Consultation + Generation + One Family Pattern woven into a
Large Tapestry (73"x54")

$750
Consultation + Generation + A Quilted Pattern made from all 4
Family Patterns
(73"x54")

*interest free payment plans are available



beyond the pattern
Once your Family Pattern is created, it is time
for you to represent yourself! 
Here are a few of the items we have created for
our clientele.

Brandon requested a dashiki-type garment, made up of a lightweight
material with the intricate repetition of his Family Pattern. 

Above he watches in amazed anticipation for the birth of his daughter.



beyond the pattern

How divine it has been working with the Settles  
family.Throughout the entire process, a new
one is welcomed into the family! 

Above we have Brandon in his short sleeve
Dashiki-concept, Adrienne in her robe that is
matching Marcel in her reversible swaddle. 



Great question, our conversation will require your:

Open Mind: The questions we ask of you will be pretty deep, but they
won’t be offensive or prodding, although we will ask much of you and
your imagination.

Honesty: Because you will be working with your spouse in this project,
supreme honesty is required, this pattern will be yours, and we want you
to see your truth in it!

Vulnerability: It benefits no one to have a façade. We know that the best
answers come from your insistence and commitment to fully be and
express yourself. 

Passion/Enthusiasm:  We want to see how you live life, how you laugh,
how you emote.

Comfort: I will help you by creating an ecosystem where the temperature
is just right, I’ll make a breeze if you run hot, and if you run cold, we’ll
get you a heated blanket. 

Our conversation, the seed of your Family Pattern, will sprout best and
will yield the best fruit when you and yours have prepared your minds
and hearts in advance.

What are some elements of an
excellent Family Pattern?



future directions

We call it The Family Pattern Project because we are creating a
collaborative, cooperative economic model with our clients. 

we are building a database of pattern that will effectively create a
new pattern language. Every pattern that is not selected goes into
this database. 

Demand has been expressed for unique patterns, without
participating in the Family Pattern Project. For that, future clientele
can browse the patterns that have not been chosen. When they
choose a pattern that has been generated as a part of your Family
Pattern Project, you will get paid a royalty on their purchase!



company profile
The family name of �߫�߬���߫�� means The Artist
Arrives. By conceptualizing our name, we
welcome you to our family, ensuring that Your
Artist Arrives.

The Pattern House of Olonade weaves the
present with digital threads of African history. 
We enjoy bringing distinction to individuals,
companies, and organizations through the
creation of deeply felt patterns. 

View more of our patterns and offerings at
our website:

 

olona.de

our team
Mason Olonade
Founder and Designer
301-395-1030
mason@olona.de

https://olona.de/
mailto:mason@olona.de
https://olona.de/logo/

